
Exam Season 2019

Helping your 
daughter 
succeed



Key learning from last year…

• Lateness and no Plan B

• Parental contacts and tel. numbers wrong. Parents not answering 
phone

• Misreading of timetable AM/PM

• Wrong equipment (We don’t have the extra resources!)

• Not reading the exam instructions

• Panic

All the above are avoidable!



Confused ?! Yes you can help!!!!

Parental support is eight times more important for your 
child’s success than any other factor. (TES Report)

Everything you say or do from now to the exams will be 
“unreasonable, annoying and unfair”

Parents, what’s your role?



1. Monitor revision

2. Reinforce routine & good study habits

3. Be a positive voice & help them keep things in 
perspective

Key Aspects of the Parents’ Role



The Brain – The Basics

• The brain needs fuel – oxygen, water, glucose and rest

• The maximum concentration for young adults is 2 minutes 
beyond their chronological age

• People learn most at the start and end of the session

• People learn in different ways



How we learn …
People learn poorly under stress

Self esteem is a vital factor – encouragement and 
motivation are required

People remember context more than content

Recall needs regular review

The brain needs to make sense of something to recall it 
best



Memory

AS MUCH AS 40% OF INFORMATION CAN BE FORGOTTEN 
WITHIN 5 MINUTES

ABOUT 80% CAN BE FORGOTTEN WITHIN 24 HOURS

EXPERTS THINK REGULAR REVIEW CAN BOOST MEMORY BY 
400%

WE CAN IMPROVE OUR MEMORY



MONITORING 

REVISION…



KEY PAPERWORK

 EXAM TIMETABLE/STATEMENT OF ENTRY

 REVISION TIMETABLE

 Mark schemes

 Past papers

 Revision guides

 Notes/flashcards

 Textbooks (including online versions)



ENVIRONMENT

 Quiet space

 Tidy desk

 Folders/organisers

 Lists to tick of tasks

 Lots of natural light and fresh air

 REGULAR UNOBTRUSIVE SUPERVISION





The Revision Process

Diagnosis: PLCs, exam spec, revision mats, 
practice questions under exam conditions

Fixing the gaps: flashcards, summary notes, 
mindmaps

Application: exam questions to check exam 
technique and timing 

Repetition…



REINFORCING 

ROUTINE & GOOD 

STUDY HABITS…



Food & Exams
Stress plays havoc with our appetites but skipping meals will not help 
their concentration. Very simply, your daughter’s brain needs the 
energy from food to work efficiently.

Help them avoid the temptation to reach for something sweet to get 
them through the exam. The temporary high they’ll get from a sugar-fix 
will be followed quickly by crashing blood sugar levels causing, among 
other things, tiredness.

Get them to eat something for breakfast! Even if they won’t eat first 
thing in the morning, get them to bring something like a banana or cereal 
bar to school and eat it before the exam.



What to eat?
 Eat brain-boosting food. This includes protein-rich foods 

which can lead to greater mental alertness. Healthy food 

choices on exam day include eggs, nuts, yogurt, and cottage 

cheese. Good breakfast combinations might be whole-grain 

cereal with low-fat milk, eggs and toast with jam, porridge, 

oatmeal, or sugar-free muesli.

 Avoid brain blocking foods. On exam day, stay away from 

foods made of white flour, such as cookies, cakes, and muffins, 

which require added time and energy to digest. Also avoid 

foods that are high in refined sugar, such as chocolates, 

desserts, and sweets.



Water

Water allows many of the chemical reactions in our bodies to take 

place and therefore, the speed at which our brains can work and 

process information will be affected if we become dehydrated . 

The NHS recommends we aim to drink around 1.2 litres of fluid a day 

- water being the liquid of choice to keep your body functioning on top 

form.

Energy drinks are banned. If they are seen – they will be 

confiscated.



Sleep & Exams

Stress also plays havoc with our sleep patterns but enforcing 
a reasonable bedtime is vital. Students should aim for a full 8 
hours of sleep before an exam.

Help them avoid the temptation of an afternoon nap which 
only serves to disrupt sleep later on – take the dog for a 
walk, have a shower and get changed…

Ideally students should not go to bed with their phones – they 
are a distraction.



Technology
STUDENTS DO NOT NEED THEIR PHONE TO REVISE

 Monitor their use of phones/tablets/laptops whilst they are 
revising

 If necessary look after the phone whilst they are working 
and give back as a ‘reward’ for a completed revision 
session

 Music: academic research indicates that revising to music 
with lyrics is ineffective (even instrumental versions!) 
however revision to classical music can improve retention



The Exam Day
Ensure they have gone to bed at a reasonable time 
beforehand – no late night cramming!

Get them up early, don’t leave it to them 

Encourage breakfast

Make sure they catch the earlier bus

Have a Plan B in case the transport fails

Check their exam timetable

Do they have the correct equipment?

Encourage them not to talk to too many people before 
the exam

Reinforce an exam season routine



In the exam – emphasise our advice

Read the questions

Check & remember 
timings

Take care with the 
command of the question

Think carefully if there is 
a choice of question

PEE - LINK ANSWERS 
BACK TO THE QUESTION

Don’t panic – its doable!

Plan longer answers

Move on if stuck and go 
back

Refer to facts

Spend most time on the 
questions worth the most 
marks

Read through answers



KEEPING IT IN 

PERSPECTIVE …



It is a time of acute stress but …
They are well-prepared

They have been taught the courses

They do have all the resources they need to thoroughly 
prepare

… they can do it!

We just need to remind them that they can!



Positivity & Perspective

Remind them that this process will soon be over!

Challenge negative talk or self-doubt

Talk through their goals and aspirations with them

Plan in family time and rewards for revision

Ensure your daughter gets some ‘down time’ – especially in 
between exams

Overlook their mood swings!

Be realistic about how much they will be able to contribute to 
chores etc during this time



FINALLY ….



Be prepared for the excuses …
I’ve left it too late to why bother?
What will be will be
I forget everything unless I do it the night before
My teacher told me I don’t need to revise
The teacher never told me about …
I was absent that lesson
I’ve lent that book to so and so
I can only work listening to music
I need my phone to use the calculator/look stuff up



And more excuses …
I’ve lost my books
The exam isn’t for ages
I work better late at night
But I always watch (Repeat of Gilmore Girls)
Do you want me to load the dishwasher?
Britain’s Got Talented Strictly X Factor Final Extra is on 
tonight
Everyone else’s parents are letting them go out tonight
You can’t revise for Maths
No one else revises as hard as me


